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Abstract

Discourse relations can either be explicitly marked by discourse connectives (DCs), such as therefore and but, or implicitly conveyed in natural language utterances. How speakers choose between the two options is a question that is not well understood. In this study, we propose a psycholinguistic model that predicts whether or not speakers will produce an explicit marker given the discourse relation they wish to express. Our model is based on two information-theoretic frameworks: (1) the Rational Speech Acts model, which models the pragmatic interaction between language production and interpretation by Bayesian inference, and (2) the Uniform Information Density theory, which advocates that speakers adjust linguistic redundancy to maintain a uniform rate of information transmission. Specifically, our model quantifies the utility of using or omitting a DC based on the expected surprisal of comprehension, cost of production, and availability of other signals in the rest of the utterance. Experiments based on the Penn Discourse Treebank show that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art performance at predicting the presence of DCs (Patterson and Kehler, 2013), in addition to giving an explanatory account of the speaker’s choice.
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1. Introduction

Speakers or authors produce informative utterances such that listeners or readers can understand the intended message.\(^1\) Grice’s *Maxim of Quantity* states that human speakers communicate by being as informative as required, but no more (Grice, 1975). If a speaker always tries to provide as much information as possible, the resulting utterance could become excessively long and tedious. Such utterance not only takes effort for the speaker to produce, but also contains redundant information that is not necessary for the listener.

In this work, we model how speakers optimally plan the presentation of discourse structure in terms of informativeness. Specifically, we propose a model that predicts whether speakers will use or omit a discourse connective, given the sense of the discourse relation they want to convey. Discourse relations are relations between unit of texts (known as *arguments*) that make a document coherent. These relations can be explicitly marked in the surface text or inferred by the readers, as shown in Examples 1a to 1c.

(1a) It was a great movie, **but** I did not like it.

(1b) It was a great movie, **therefore** I liked it.

(1c) It was a great movie. I liked it.

In Example 1a, the word *but* indicates a CONTRAST relation, and *therefore* indicates a RESULT relation in Example 1b. We call *but* and *therefore* explicit discourse connectives (DCs). In Example 1c, DCs are absent, but a RESULT relation can be inferred. We say the two sentences (called *arguments*) are connected by an implicit DC.

Explicit and implicit relations differ in their level of ambiguity. Explicit relations can be signaled by a variety of lexical, syntactic and semantic features, of which DCs are the most informative cues to identify discourse relations (Pitler et al., 2008).\(^2\) In contrast to explicit relations, implicit relations are more ambiguous. For example, *I liked it* can also be read as a JUSTIFICATION for the first sentence in Example 1c.

However, marking a discourse relation or not is subject to not only ambiguity, but also redundancy. Specifically, using an explicit DC decreases the potential for ambiguity. For example, the CONTRAST sense in Example 1a is difficult to infer if the DC *but* is omitted. Nonetheless, if the intended discourse sense is highly predictable, it could be verbose or redundant to insert an explicit DC in the utterance, such as the DC *therefore* in Example 1b. In the PDTB, there are similar numbers of implicit and explicit relations (Prasad et al., 2008), yet the corresponding sense distributions are largely different. For example, CONTRAST relations are more common in explicit relations than in implicit relations. These statistics suggest that both options are similarly frequent but the preference is not equally distributed across senses.

In order to explain how human speakers choose the optimal level of marking in their utterances, this work models how speakers rationally balance ambiguity and redundancy.\(^3\) We combine two information-theoretic frameworks, namely the Rational Speech Acts (RSA) model and the Uniform Information Density (UID) principle.

---

1. In this article, *speakers* and *listeners* are interchangeably used with *authors* and *readers*, respectively.
2. In this work, we use the term “explicit relations” to refer to discourse relations that are signaled by explicit DCs.
3. However, this work does not explore the level of consciousness during the reasoning of the marking strategy. We leave it for future work to assess whether people intentionally or subconsciously balance ambiguity and redundancy.
On the one hand, the RSA model (Frank and Goodman, 2012) formalizes the inter-relation of language comprehension and production in terms of a listener model and speaker model, which are interwoven. Recent findings in human language processing suggest that listeners simulate how an utterance is produced to guide comprehension, and speakers consider the ease of comprehension when planning production (Clark, 1999; Kilner et al., 2007; Pickering and Garrod, 2007). Based on these findings, the RSA model quantifies the informativeness of the choice of discourse marking by the likelihood for the listeners to disambiguate the discourse relation.

On the other hand, the Uniform Information Density (UID) principle (Levy and Jaeger, 2006) is applied to model how redundant utterances are avoided. The UID principle views language communication as a form of information transmission through a noisy channel, through which a constant rate of information flow is optimal according to Shannon’s Information Theory (Genzel and Charniak, 2002; Levy and Jaeger, 2006; Shannon, 1948). Speakers thus structure utterances by optimizing information density, which is the quantity of information (measured by surprisal) transmitted per unit of utterance, typically a word. In particular, a highly predictable utterance triggers a drop in information density, which has to be smoothed by choosing a more ambiguous utterance, such as by leaving out linguistic markers.

In short, our computational model implements Grice’s Maxim of Quantity by computing how speakers try to be informative (using the RSA model), but not too informative (based on the UID principle). We apply this model to predict whether an explicit or implicit DC is used to express a discourse relation, given the context of the discourse relation and the discourse sense to be conveyed. Using the actual presence or absence of DCs in the PDTB as the gold standard for evaluation, our model not only achieves a higher accuracy than previous work (Patterson and Kehler, 2013), but also provides an interpretable account of the various cognitive factors behind the predicted decision.

In terms of application, a model that predicts the marking of discourse relations not only contributes to a better understanding of the human language production mechanism, but is also important for automatically generating coherent, human-like text and dialogue. In particular, the degree of marking in discourse relations is cross-linguistically different (Meyer and Webber, 2013; Yung et al., 2015). It remains a challenge for machine translation systems to explicitate (translate an implicit DC to an explicit DC) or implicitate (translate an explicit DC to an implicit DC) discourse relations in source texts, as human translators do (Hoek et al., 2015; Hoek and Zufferey, 2015; Li et al., 2014; Meyer and Webber, 2013; Yung et al., 2015), as it is not yet clear how DC explicitation and implicitation are subject to the convention of discourse marking in the target text.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We start with a review of related work on discourse relation marking in Section 2, followed by a description of our proposed methodology in Section 3. Experiments and evaluation using the PDTB are described in Section 4. Lastly, Section 5 discusses the advantages and disadvantages of the methodologies in this study and directions for future work, and Section 6 draws the paper’s conclusion.

2. Related work

This section summarizes previous work on modeling the explicit marking of discourse relations. We first give a brief summary on the annotation strategy of the PDTB, which is used as the gold standard for discourse marking in our experiment. We then introduce the state-of-the-art method for the automatic prediction of the presence of discourse connectives in a corpus. Lastly, we describe how discourse relation marking is explained by the UID principle in the existing literature.
On the other hand, background information on the RSA model is explained in Section 3, in connection with our proposed methodology.

2.1 Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB)

In this work, we applied a computational model to predict the actual marking of discourse relations in corpus data given a particular discourse relation. To achieve this, a corpus annotated with discourse relations and marking is essential. There are various corpora annotated with discourse relations, such as the RST Discourse Treebank (Carlson et al., 2002) and Discourse GraphBank (Wolf et al., 2005), but discourse markers are annotated and associated with discourse relations in only two resources: the PDTB (Prasad et al., 2008) and the RST Signaling Corpus (Das et al., 2015). The proposed model in this work is trained and evaluated against the annotation of the PDTB, which is the largest available discourse-annotated corpus in English.

The PDTB consists of news articles collected from the Wall Street Journal. Discourse relations are annotated between each pair of arguments, which are mostly clauses or single sentences. Below are three examples of this annotation.

(2) The OTC market has only a handful of takeover-related stocks. **But** (Explicit; **Comparison: Contrast**) they fell sharply. (WSJ2379)

(3) Japan’s Finance Ministry had set up mechanisms to limit how far futures prices could fall in a single session and ... to give market operators the authority to suspend trading in futures at any time. (Implicit: **but**; **Comparison**) Maybe it wasn’t enough. (WSJ0097)

(4) This cannot be solved by provoking a further downturn; reducing the supply of goods does not solve inflation. (Implicit 1: **instead** **Expansion: Alternative: Chosen alternative**), (Implicit 2: **so**; **Contingency: Cause: Result and Expansion: Alternative**) Our advice is this: Immediately return the government surpluses to the economy...

The PDTB follows a lexically-grounded approach in the annotation of discourse relations (Webber et al., 2003). First, explicit DCs are identified, based on a list of DCs that are accumulated in the course of annotation, and labeled with relation senses (Example 2). Other expressions that signal discourse relations, such as “the reason is”, are identified as alternative lexicalization (AltLex) and labeled with relation senses as well. If explicit markers are absent between two sentences within the same paragraph, there are three options for annotation: i) if a discourse relation can be inferred and expressed by a DC, the relation is labeled as implicit and the candidate DC and relation sense are annotated (Example 3); ii) if a discourse relation cannot be inferred but the two sentences are about the same entity, the relation is labeled EntRel; and iii) if the two sentences are unrelated, they are tagged as NoRel. This work focuses on the marking of discourse relations by discourse connectives, so we only make use of samples labeled explicit or implicit.

Senses in the PDTB are defined in a hierarchy of two to three levels, as shown in Figure 1. Some relations have multiple senses. Up to two DCs can be assigned to an implicit relation and, in turn, each (implicit or explicit) DC can be labeled with up to two senses (Example 4). Similarly, certain level 2 senses, as in Example 2, are resulting from the back-off strategy in annotation, i.e. when the annotators disagree on the level 3 senses. This is also a kind of multiple sense. We argue that multi-sense discourse relations are non-compositional, which means that we consider each combination of multiple senses as an individual sense. More details are given in Section 4.1.
2.2 Automatic prediction of discourse relation marking

The choice of discourse marking strategies has been studied in earlier works as a subtask for natural language generation (Allbritton and Moore, 1999; Danlos, 1998; Grote and Stede, 1998; Moser and Moore, 1995; Scott and de Souza, 1990; Soria and Ferrari, 1998). In the absence of large-scale resources, investigations are based on manually derived rules and lexicons or psycholinguistic experiments.

With the emergence of large corpora annotated with discourse relations, Patterson and Kehler (2013) presented a machine-learning approach to predict whether an explicit or implicit DC is used in the corpus for a particular discourse relation. They argue that while the choice is related to the ease of inference, it may also depend on other stylistic or textual factors. A classifier is trained to predict whether a candidate DC (the DC that actually occurs in the text as an explicit DC or annotated as an implicit DC) is actually present, given the sense of the discourse relation and the arguments. Features include observable surface forms, such as argument length, count of subject nouns, and content word ratio, as well as contextual discourse structures, such as the previous discourse relation and whether the relation is embedded or shared. The classifier is trained and tested on a subset of the most frequent relations from the PDTB. An overall high classification accuracy is achieved and relation-level and discourse-level features are found to be more useful than argument-level features.

We evaluate our proposed discourse marking model by predicting the use of explicit or implicit DCs in PDTB, as in Patterson and Kehler (2013). However, Patterson and Kehler (2013) focus...
on a data-driven approach that correctly replicates the occurrence of DCs in the corpus without a theoretically grounded explanation of why an utterance is preferred by the speaker. Our work differs in that we model the option of marking from the viewpoint of human language production, explaining the speaker’s choice in terms of information theories. As a model of human language production, we do not make use of the candidate DC to represent the message to be conveyed by the speaker, as it is the result of the speaker’s choice, if an explicit DC is preferred. We only make use of the relation sense label to represent the message. Nonetheless, our model achieves higher accuracy when evaluated on the same test samples.

2.3 Discourse relation marking explained by UID

The UID principle provides a theoretical basis that connects the use of DCs with that of other discourse relation signals. According to UID, information density rises when an utterance is “surprising” and drops when an utterance is highly predictable. To smooth the peaks and troughs, speakers adjust the ambiguity of an utterance by including or omitting linguistic markers.

UID is applied to explain a variety of speaker’s options, such as phonetic (Aylett and Turk, 2004), morphological (Frank and Jaeger, 2008), and syntactic (Jaeger, 2010) reductions as well as referential expressions (Tily and Piantadosi, 2009). In the context of discourse relations, our approach incorporates the UID assertion that explicit DCs are omitted when the discourse relation is highly predictable.

An analysis of the PDTB in the literature shows that CAUSAL and CONTINUOUS senses are more often implicit, or marked by less specific DCs (Asr and Demberg, 2012). Indeed, these senses are presupposed by listeners according to linguistics theories (Kuperberg et al., 2011; Levinson, 2000; Murray, 1997; Sanders, 2005; Segal et al., 1991). In addition, the DC instead is more often dropped for the discourse relation CHOSEN ALTERNATIVE, if the first argument contains negation words, which are identified cues for this relation (Asr and Demberg, 2015). In fact, expectations about discourse relations are triggered by various signals, such as verb classes (Rohde and Horton, 2014).

The corpus statistics presented in these analyses support the UID hypothesis that expected, predictable relations are more likely to be conveyed implicitly, and thus more ambiguously, to maintain a steady information flow. However, there are explicit CAUSAL and CONTINUOUS relations and some CHOSEN ALTERNATIVE are marked even the first argument is negated. Although measures have been proposed to rate the implicitness of a relation sense (Asr and Demberg, 2013; Jin and de Marneffe, 2015), these measures only quantify the general marking of each sense in the data (e.g., the CONTRAST sense), but not the speaker’s choice for each particular instance (e.g., the CONTRAST sense, given particular arguments and context).

In contrast, our model incorporates an information density predictor, which specifically predicts the expectability of a given relation. In turn, the speaker’s choice of discourse marking is biased based on the predicted degree of expectability. Instead of particular senses or cues in the corpus, we generally apply UID to model each relation instance of in the corpus irrespective of the relation sense, in conjunction with other language production factors.

Our research questions are as follows:
1. Does our proposed model explain speakers’ choice of DC marking? If the hypotheses of the model is appropriate, each component in the model should contribute to the prediction accuracy.

2. How does the prediction performance of the proposed model compare with the state-of-the-art, i.e., Patterson and Kehler (2013)?

3. **Modeling the marking of discourse relations using the RSA model**

This section describes our proposed method for modeling the speaker’s choice of DC marking. We start by explaining the key elements of the RSA model. Then, in order to provide a full picture of the application of RSA to discourse processing, we also give a brief account of discourse relation interpretation using the listener model of RSA, as described in Yung et al. (2016). This is followed by the details of our proposed marking model, which predicts the marking of a discourse relation produced by a speaker, and is based on the speaker model of RSA.

3.1 **Theoretical framework: the Rational Speech Acts (RSA) model**

The RSA model (Frank and Goodman, 2012) describes the speaker and listener as rational agents who cooperate towards efficient communication in a game-theoretic approach. The model belongs to the line of reasoning that speakers and listeners cooperate in a conversation by recursively inferring the reasoning of each other (Benz et al., 2016; Frank and Goodman, 2012; Goodman and Lassiter, 2014; Goodman and Stuhlmüller, 2013; Jäger, 2012), and studies of Bayesian interpretation in general (Zeevat, 2011, 2015).

RSA has been used to successfully explain existing psycholinguistic theories and predict experimental results at various linguistic levels, such as the perception of scalar implicatures (e.g., “some” meaning “not all” in pragmatic usage) and the production of referential expressions (e.g., using pronouns or proper nouns to refer to an entity) (Bergen et al., 2014; Kao et al., 2014; Lassiter and Goodman, 2013, 2015; Potts et al., 2015). Recent efforts also learn and evaluate the models using corpus data instead of experimental data (Monroe and Potts, 2015; Orita et al., 2015).

Based on the theory that production guides comprehension and that comprehension guides production, the RSA model is composed of a listener model embedding a speaker model and a speaker model embedding a listener model. Details are explained in the following sections.

3.1.1 **Listener model**

Rational listeners assume the utterance they hear contains the optimal amount of information. Listeners predict the intended message of speakers by Bayesian inference (Equation 1),

\[ P_{\text{listener}}(s|w, C) \propto P_{\text{speaker}}(w|s, C)P(s) \]  

where \( s \) is the meaning of an utterance; \( w \) is the utterance produced by the speaker, and \( C \) is the context.

During comprehension, the listener reasons about how the utterance is produced. \( P_{\text{speaker}}(w|s, C) \) represents the speaker model in the listener’s mind. On the other hand, \( P(s) \) represents the salience of the meaning, which is the private preference of the listener, but is also subject to the shared knowledge between the speaker and listener.
3.1.2 Speaker model

Rational speakers emulate the listeners’ interpretation and choose an utterance they believe to be informative. In addition, an utterance that is easy to produce is preferred. Specifically, speakers choose an utterance by soft-max optimizing the expected utility \( U(w; s, C) \) of the utterance (Equation 2).

\[
P_{\text{speaker}}(w|s, C) \propto e^{\alpha U(w; s, C)}
\]  

**Utility** is the effectiveness of the speaker using utterance \( w \) to express meaning \( s \) in context \( C \), and \( \alpha \) is the decision noise parameter, which is set to 1 to represent a rational speaker. Here, \( \alpha = 0 \) means the decision is completely unrelated to pragmatic reasoning; \( \alpha = 1 \) represents the Luce’s choice axiom (Frank and Goodman, 2012), i.e., a rational decision; and \( \alpha > 1 \) suggests biased choices.

The speakers select an utterance which, they think, is informative to the listeners and not costly to produce. **Utility** is thus defined as the informativeness \( I(s; w, C) \) of the utterance, deducted by the cost \( D(w) \) to produce it (Equation 3).

\[
U(w; s, C) = I(s; w, C) - D(w)
\]  

If the sense to be conveyed by the chosen utterance is unconventional and surprising, the utterance is less useful. Therefore, **informativeness** is quantified by the negative surprisal of the sense to be conveyed with respect to the utterance being used (Equation 4).

\[
I(s; w, C) = \ln P_{\text{listener}}(s|w, C)
\]  

In turn, during discourse production, the speaker emulates how the listener interprets the utterance. Here, \( P_{\text{listener}}(s|d, C) \) is the listener model inferred by the speaker. It is the probability that the speakers assume the listeners can interpret their intended meaning \( s \).

To summarize, the speaker and listener emulate the language processing of each other. However, instead of unlimited iterations (i.e., the speaker thinks the listener thinks the speaker thinks...), the inference is grounded by a literal interpretation of the utterance. Literal interpretation means the listener does not reason about the the likelihood of the sense of an utterance, but always assigns the same interpretation to the same utterance. Similarly, a literal speaker always uses the same utterance for the same sense.

Figure 2 illustrates the direction of pragmatic inference between the speaker and listener in their minds. Literal listener \( L_0 \) and literal speaker \( S_0 \) do not reason about the reasoning of their counterparts. Pragmatic listener \( L_1 \) reasons about the pragmatic speaker \( S_1 \), who in turn reasons about literal listener \( L_0 \). Pragmatic listeners and speakers at higher levels (e.g., \( L_2 \) and \( S_2 \)) reason with more iterations, but previous studies demonstrate that one level of reasoning is robust for modeling a human’s interpretation (Goodman and Stuhlmüller, 2013; Lassiter and Goodman, 2013; Yung et al., 2016). Our proposed model for DC production is based on pragmatic speaker \( S_1 \), who reasons about literal listener \( L_0 \).

3.2 Listener model for discourse relation interpretation

Yung et al. (2016) used the \( L_1 \) listener model of RSA to model how listeners interpret the sense of a DC. Given DC \( w \) and context \( C \) in a text, the listener’s interpreted relation sense \( s_i \) is the sense that
maximizes $P_{\text{listener}}(s|w,C)$, and $s_i$ is specifically defined as

$$s_i = \arg \max_{s \in S} P_{\text{listener}}(s|w,C)$$

(5)

where $S$ is the set of defined relation senses. Context variable $C$ is defined by the immediately previous relation, including the sense and form (explicit DC or not) of the relation.

First, literal listener $L_0$ interprets the DC directly by its most likely sense in the context. The probability is estimated by counting the co-occurrences in the PDTB in which explicit and implicit DCs are labeled with discourse relation senses.

$$P_{L_0}(s|w,C) = \frac{\text{count}(s,w,C)}{\text{count}(w,C)}$$

(6)

Next, pragmatic speaker $S_1$ estimates the utility of a DC by emulating the comprehension of the literal listener $L_0$ (Equations 2, 3, and 4). The probability that pragmatic speaker $S_n$ will use DC $w$ to express meaning $s$ is estimated as:

$$P_{S_n}(w|s,C) = \frac{e^{\ln P_{L_{n-1}}(s|w,C) - D(w)}}{\sum_{w' \in W} e^{\ln P_{L_{n-1}}(s|w',C) - D(w')}}$$

(7)

where $n \geq 1$. Moreover, $W$ is the set of annotated DCs, including $null$, which stands for an implicit DC.

The cost function $D(w)$ in Equation 7 measures the production effort of the DC. Yung et al. (2016) simply defined the cost of producing any explicit DC by a constant positive value, which is tuned manually in the experiments, while the production cost for an implicit DC is 0, since no word is produced. In this work, we further develop other measures to quantify the effort of the utterance. This is explained in Section 3.3.4.

Finally, pragmatic listener $L_1$ emulates the DC production of pragmatic speaker $S_1$ (Equation 1). The probability that the pragmatic listener $L_n$ will assign meaning $s$ to DC $w$ is estimated as:

$$P_{L_n}(s|w,C) = \frac{P_{S_n}(w|s,C)P_L(s)}{\sum_{s' \in S} P_{S_n}(w|s',C)P_L(s')}$$

(8)

where $n \geq 1$ and $S$ is the set of defined senses. The salience of a relation sense $P_L(s)$ is defined by the frequency of the sense in the corpus.

$$P_L(s) = \frac{\text{count}(s)}{\sum_{s' \in S} \text{count}(s')}$$

(9)
The RSA model argues that rational listeners do not just stick to the literal meaning of an utterance. Instead, they reason about how likely it is that the speaker will use that utterance, in the current context, based on the informativeness and production effort of the utterance. To evaluate this claim, Yung et al. (2016) compared the DC interpretation by the literal listener (based on the probability estimates of $P_L$, Equation 6), and the pragmatic listeners (based on the probability estimates of $P_{L1}$ and $P_{L2}$, Equation 8). Their experiments based on the PDTB find that discourse sense predictions made by the pragmatic listeners outperform predictions by the literal listener, providing support to the RSA model.

3.3 Proposed method to model discourse relation production

In contrast to Yung et al. (2016), who applied the listener model of RSA to model the human comprehension of discourse connectives, this work applies the speaker model of pragmatic speaker $S_1$ to model the production of discourse structure. Specifically, the proposed model predicts whether the speaker will use an explicit or implicit DC given the discourse relation to be conveyed. We first explain how we adapt the RSA model to predict discourse relation marking, followed by the details of each component.

3.3.1 Speaker model as a marking model for discourse relations

The probability pragmatic speaker $S_1$ will use utterance $w$ to convey intended message $s$ in context $C$ is:

$$P_{S_1}(w|s,C) = \frac{e^{U(w;s,C)}}{\sum_{w' \in W} e^{U(w';s,C)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

We consider the binary choice of explicit or implicit DCs in this task. Utterance $w$ thus comes from set $W = \{(\text{explicit}), (\text{implicit})\}$, where both explicit and implicit DCs are grammatically valid to convey $s$, the sense of discourse relation. Our model thus predicts a speaker’s choice of DCs based on the following two probabilities:

$$P_{S_1}(\text{exp}|s,C) = \frac{e^{U(\text{exp};s,C)}}{e^{U(\text{exp};s,C)} + e^{U(\text{imp};s,C)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$P_{S_1}(\text{imp}|s,C) = \frac{e^{U(\text{imp};s,C)}}{e^{U(\text{exp};s,C)} + e^{U(\text{imp};s,C)}}$$

According to Equation 3, the utility $U$ of an explicit DC equals its informativeness $I$ less the production cost $D$. We define the informativeness of using an explicit DC as the difference in the amount of information conveyed when the DC is used and not, which is quantified by negative surprisal $^4$.

$$U(\text{exp};s,C) = I(s; \text{exp}, C) - D(\text{exp})$$

$$I(s; \text{exp}, C) = \ln P_{L0}(s|\text{exp}, C) - \ln P_L(s|C)$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $P_L(s|C)$ is the salience of sense $s$ in context $C$, irrespective of how the sense is presented. High $I(s; \text{exp}, C)$ means it is informative and not surprising to use an explicit DC for this sense.

$^4$ The conventional term informativeness in RSA is defined by negative surprisal, while information density in UID is the surprisal.
In contrast, if the speaker does not use an explicit DC, the relation sense is inferred from the arguments. In addition, as discussed in Section 2.3, default discourse senses are more often unmarked. In other words, a null DC is also informative for discourse sense prediction.

We thus define the probability that a speaker will choose an implicit DC to be proportional to the sum of the utilities of a null DC and arguments (args). Therefore:

\[ e^{U_{\text{imp}}(s, C)} = e^{U_{\text{null}}(s, C)} + e^{U_{\text{args}}(s, C)} \]

\[ U_{\text{null}}(s, C) = I(s; \text{null}, C) - D_{\text{null}} \]

\[ U_{\text{args}}(s, C) = I(s; \text{arg}, C) - D_{\text{args}} \]

(13)

No effort is required to produce a null DC. Further, we assume that the arguments have been produced to convey other information irrespective of their discourse informativeness, so no extra effort is needed. Therefore, \( D_{\text{null}} \) and \( D_{\text{args}} \) both equal 0.

The amount of information that the null DC provides for the discourse relation is defined similarly to Equation 12, as follows:

\[ I(s; \text{null}, C) = \ln P_{L_0}(s|\text{null}, C) - \ln P_L(s|C) \]

(14)

The informativeness of the arguments is used as the information density predictor, following the UID principle. It is less straightforward to measure. We propose an indirect measure that we explain in detail in Section 3.3.3.

To summarize, the marking model predicts that speakers will use an explicit DC if

\[ e^{U_{\text{exp}}(s, C)} > e^{U_{\text{null}}(s, C)} + e^{U_{\text{args}}(s, C)} \]

and that they will use an implicit DC otherwise. Details of each of the components are explained in the following sections.

3.3.2 INFORMATIVENESS OF DCs

This section explains how we estimate the informativeness of using an explicit and implicit DC respectively in Equations 12 and 14. We can assume that the utterance lexicon \( W = \{\text{exp}, \text{imp}\} \) in Equation 10 and the set of speaker’s intended messages (all possible discourse relation senses) are always valid. This is in contrast with other pragmatic situations where RSA has been applied. For referential expressions, for example, the lists of referents and grammatically correct pronouns differ case by case.

As in the interpretation model in Section 3.2, we extract the universal distributions of \( P_{L}(s|C) \), \( P_{L_0}(s|\text{exp}, C) \), and \( P_{L_0}(s|\text{null}, C) \) from corpus data. This is based on counting co-occurrences between a sense and the occurrence of an explicit or null marker under a context. We extract these distributions from the training portion of the corpus, i.e., excluding the samples for testing and tuning parameters (see Section 3.3.3).

Following Yung et al. (2016), we define context \( C \) as the surrounding discourse relations, which are also used as features in discourse planning for natural language generation (Biran and McKeown, 2015). Specifically, the discourse contexts are: the full discourse sense annotated in PDTB (S), the fourway top level sense (TS), the form of discourse presentation (F) such as “explicit” or “implicit”, the combination of sense and form (SF), and the combination of top sense and form (TSF). The

5. We use the five forms of discourse presentation defined in the PDTB: explicit DC, implicit DC, alternative lexicalization, entity relation and “no relation”.
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contexts are taken from window sizes of 1 to 2: previous one (10), next one (01), previous two (20), next two (02), and the previous one paired with the next one (11). We hypothesize that the speaker also thinks ahead about the coming discourse structures when planning the current ones. Predictions based on various discourse contexts are compared in the experiment.

3.3.3 Informativeness of Arguments

The informativeness of arguments $I(s; \text{arg}, C)$ in Equation 13 refers to the contribution of the arguments to present the discourse sense. It estimates the information density of the utterance towards the sense. Following the UID principle, information density drops when the intended discourse sense is predictable from the arguments alone, and thus the explicit DC is omitted.

The presence of features in the arguments that signal a particular sense makes the sense more predictable, and thus reduces the chance that an explicit DC for that sense is used. For example, as introduced in Section 2.3, the DC instead is less used to present the CHosen ALTERNATIVE sense if the first argument is negated (Asr and Demberg, 2015).

In order to model the marking of every relation, we generalize the idea to capture various cues in the arguments for all senses by means of an automatic discourse parser. The implicit DC sense classifier of the discourse parser uses various features in the arguments to identify implicit discourse senses (Lin et al., 2009; Park and Cardi, 2012; Pittler et al., 2009; Rutherford and Xue, 2014). For example, if there is a pair of antonyms in the two arguments (e.g. “high” in the first argument, and “low” in the second argument), the CONTRAST relation is more likely. Furthermore, modal words, such as should and may, can be used to express the CONDITIONAL relation.

Given a pair of arguments, the classifier estimates the probability of each discourse sense and outputs the most likely one. A high probability estimate indicates a more certain sense prediction, suggesting that more cues are identifiable from the arguments, and thus explicit marking is less necessary. Our motivation for using the implicit DC classifier is based on the hypothesis that the classifier can better predict the sense of relations that are actually implicit than those that are actually explicit because more features in the arguments are identifiable.

Similar to the informativeness of DCs, we quantify the informativeness of the arguments using an information-theoretic approach. For comparison, we propose two methods to approximate the informativeness of the arguments based on the probability distribution estimated by an automatic implicit DC parser: (1) the negative surprisal of the estimated probability $P_p$ of the parser output sense $s_{output}$ (Equation 16), and (2) the negative entropy of the probability distribution estimated by the parser (Equation 17).

$$I(s; \text{arg}, C) = w_a \cdot \ln P_p(s_{output})$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

$$I(s; \text{arg}, C) = w_a \sum_{s_p \in O} P_p(s_p) \log P_p(s_p)$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

where $O$ is the set of senses defined in the parser and $w_a$ is a positive weight tuned on the development samples (a set of held-out samples different from the training and testing sets). We measure the general informativeness of the arguments to imply any discourse senses, so $s_{output}$ does not necessarily equal $s$.

We employ the implicit sense classifier from the winning parser of the CoNLL shared task 2015 (Wang and Lan, 2015), which was designed to identify a subset of fourteen implicit senses plus the entity relation. Features used in the classifier include production rules, dependency rules, last word
or argument 1, first three words of argument 2, presence of modality verbs and inquirer, polarity, the immediately preceding DC, and Brown cluster pairs. In our experiment, the syntactic features are based on automatic parsing using the Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014).

The two arguments of a relation instance, which can actually be explicit or implicit, are passed to the implicit DC classifier and $I(s; \text{arg, }C)$ is calculated using the output probabilities. The parser has been trained on the same sections of the PDTB as the training set used in our experiment, so there is no overlap with our test samples. Although the performance of this state-of-the-art implicit DC classifier is still unsatisfactory (34.45% on PDTB Section 23)\(^6\), our method only makes use of the confidence of the prediction, which is based on whether discourse related features are detected or not.

We hypothesized that the implicit DC classifier can better predict actually implicit relations than actually explicit relations. In fact, this is the case. The classification accuracy of the originally explicit relations (28.45%) is significantly lower than that of the originally implicit relations (51.30%) on the test set, when matching at the fourway top level discourse sense and counting predictions of entity relation as Expansion. This supports our motivation to use the parser estimation as an information density predictor.

### 3.3.4 Cost Function

Cost function $D(exp)$ models a speaker’s effort required to produce an explicit DC for the intended discourse sense. We propose five versions of the cost function that are inspired by existing psycholinguistic findings.

1. **Mean DC length**
   Production cost intuitively increases with word length (Orita et al., 2015). We define the mean DC length of a discourse relation as the mean number of characters of all valid DCs for that sense normalized by the average word length of all DCs. A lexicon of possible DCs per discourse sense is derived from the whole corpus. For multi-word DCs, a white space is simply counted as one character. As mentioned in Section 2.3, we view that speakers first decide to use an explicit DC or not, then decide which DC best expresses the relation. Therefore, we do not use the length of the candidate DC directly.

2. **DC/arg2 ratio**
   Similarly, we use the mean number of words normalized by the number of words in argument 2 as another version of the cost function. This is based on the hypothesis that DC production cost is related to the relative length of the DC comparing with the whole utterance, rather than the absolute length.

3. **Prime frequency**
   Structural priming refers to the tendency for humans to process a linguistic construction (the target) more easily if the construction has been used before. In terms of language production, a speaker tends to repeat a previous construction (the prime) because it takes less effort than generating an alternative construction.

   A lexical prime of an explicit DC is ideally the same explicit DC or an explicit DC of the same sense. However, we found that repetitions of the same DC are too sparse in the data.

---

\(^6\) [http://www.cs.brandeis.edu/~clp/conll15st/results.html](http://www.cs.brandeis.edu/~clp/conll15st/results.html)
Therefore, we define the choice of explicit or implicit marking as the structural prime of presenting a discourse relation. Specifically, we use the reciprocal of the count of primes (any explicit DC occurring before the current position) as the production cost, since the strength of priming effect is known to increase with the frequency of the primes (Bock, 1986; Levelt and Kelter, 1982; Smith and Wheeldon, 2001).

It is not yet clear whether priming occurs in DC selection. For example, it is also reported that speakers tend to avoid the same DC if the relation is embedded in a relation preceded by the same DC (Moser and Moore, 1995). The result of our experiment could provide indirect evidence on discourse level priming.

4. Prime distance
We also use the prime-target distance normalized by the length of the text article as another version of the production cost. Psycholinguistic findings suggest that the priming effect is more subtly affected by the prime-target distance (Bock et al., 2007; Gries, 2005; Jaeger and Snider, 2008).

5. Distance from start
We use the relative position of the relation within the text as the production cost. We hypothesize that more effort is needed as the production proceeds, as the accumulated length of the whole utterance increases.

The range of values of the cost function depends on the cost definition. We thus adjust the values with a constant weight \( w_c \), which is tuned on the development samples in the experiments:

\[
D(exp) = w_c \cdot cost(exp)
\] (18)

4. Experiment
We apply the model to simulate a speaker’s choice of explicit or implicit DC for discourse relations in the PDTB corpus. The aim of the experiment is to answer our research questions introduced in the end of Section 2.

4.1 Data and setting
The experiment is based on the annotation of discourse relation senses and explicit/implicit DCs in the PDTB, as described in Section 2.1. Annotations of other forms of discourse relations, such as entity relations and attributions, are excluded. In addition, our model is based on the assumption that \( W = \{ explicit, implicit \} \) for all relations, yet it is notable that intra-sentential implicit DCs are not annotated in the PDTB (Prasad et al., 2014). In addition, as a result of the annotation procedure, implicit relations always occur in between two arguments. We thus exclude intra-sentential samples and cases where the DCs are not in between two arguments, hence \( W = \{ explicit, implicit \} \) is always true. The resulting experimental data set contains 5,201 explicit and 16,049 implicit relations. Most existing works split a multi-sense sample into separate samples, each labeled with one of the senses. However, it is notable that the individual senses of a multi-sense relation are not disjoint.

---

7. Four cases of intra-sentential implicit relations, due to sentence splitting errors in the corpus, are removed. In the testing phrase, excluded samples are counted as explicit by default.
and *having multiple senses* is *part of the sense* (Asr and Demberg, 2013; Prasad et al., 2014). The property of multiple senses is an important factor of our DC production model: speakers could choose an explicit DC for each sense, but if they have to express two senses at the same time, an implicit DC could be more usable. Therefore, we treat all combinations of senses as *individual senses*, each containing one to three joint sense labels. This results in a total of 122 senses.

Table 1 is a summary of the distribution of the relation senses in descending order of frequency. In fact, joint multi-senses are not rare: the most frequent multi-sense, **Expansion.Conjunction–Temporal.Synchrony**, is the 17th most frequent sense.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sense</th>
<th>Exp</th>
<th>Imp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Expansion.Conjunction</td>
<td>1,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Comparison.Contrast</td>
<td>1,283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Expansion.Restatement Specification</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Contingency.Cause.Reason</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Contingency.Cause.Result</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Expansion.Instantiation</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Comparison.Contrast.Juxtaposition</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Comparison.Concession.Contra- expectation</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Temporal.Asynchronous.Predence</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Expansion.List</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Expansion.Conjunction#Temporal.Synchrony</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Expansion</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Contingency.Pragmatic cause.Justification#Expansion.Instantiation</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>Contingency</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total**: 5,201 Exp, 16,049 Imp

Table 1: Sense distribution of explicit and implicit DCs in the experimental data.

The experimental data are split in the same way as in previous work (Patterson and Kehler, 2013): sections 2–22 are used as the training set, sections 0–1 as the development set; and sections 23–24 as the test set. In the training phrase of the experiment, probability distributions in the marking model are deduced from the training set of the experimental data. In the testing phrase, the model is applied to predict whether an explicit/implicit DC is likely to be used for each discourse relation in the development set and test set. For direct comparison with previous work, samples of infrequent DCs and relation senses were excluded from the development and test sets according to the same criteria as in previous work (Patterson and Kehler, 2013). The resulting development and test sets contain 1,720 and 1,878 relations, respectively. During evaluation, the predictions are compared with the actual marking in the corpus. Parameters in the model (\(w_a\) and \(w_c\)) were selected

---

8. There is only one sample of three joint labels in our experimental dataset (Example 4), although up to four joint labels are possible (two implicit DCs labeled with two senses each).
to maximize the prediction accuracy on the development set and the same optimal parameters were used on the test set.

4.2 Results

The explicit and implicit DC prediction performance of our proposed marking model based on various component combinations of the model is summarized in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discourse context $C$</th>
<th>Arg. info. $e^U(\text{args}, C)$</th>
<th>Cost function $D(\text{exp})$</th>
<th>Dev: Sections 0-1 Accuracy</th>
<th>Test: Sections 23-24 Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BL constant 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.8494</td>
<td>.8536</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA (Patterson and Kehler, 2013)</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>.8660</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) F10 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.8552</td>
<td>.8521</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F10 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.8541</td>
<td>.8512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F11 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.8512</td>
<td>.8481</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS10 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.8523</td>
<td>.8503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) constant surprisal 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.8948</td>
<td>.8701</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant constant entropy 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.8953</td>
<td>.8695</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) constant 0 mean DC length</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.8936</td>
<td>.8759</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant 0 DC/arg2 ratio</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.8948</td>
<td>.8733</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant 0 prime frequency</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.8860</td>
<td>.8727</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant 0 prime distance</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.8924</td>
<td>.8749</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant 0 distance from start</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.8930</td>
<td>.8770</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) F10 entropy DC/arg2 ratio</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.9017</td>
<td>.8818</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSF01 surprisal prime frequency</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.8953</td>
<td>.8892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS01 entropy prime distance</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.8948</td>
<td>.8923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Accuracies and F1 scores of predicted DC marking. The best values are bolded.

(abbreviations: S: full relation sense; TS: top-level sense; F: relation form; SF: sense and form; TSF: top sense and form; 10: previous relation; 20: previous 2 relations; 11: previous relation and next relation)

*++: significant improvement over baseline (BL) accuracy at $p < .05$ and $p < .001$ respectively;
*: significant improvement over state-of-the-art (SOA) accuracy at $p < .03$ (by Pearson’s $\chi^2$ test)

Row BL shows the results of the model without the cost function and argument informativeness component with constant context $C$. We considered this setting to be the baseline, in which the prediction is solely based on the distributions of $P(s|\text{exp})$ and $P(s|\text{imp})$. Considerably high accuracy is achieved, suggesting that the speaker’s choice of marking is strongly related to the intended discourse sense.

Row (a) shows the prediction results based on the distributions of $P(s|\text{exp}, C)$ and $P(s|\text{imp}, C)$, where $C$ is the discourse context. The five best combinations of contexts and window sizes are shown. Refining the utility of DCs using these contextual constraints, such as previous relation
senses and marking, does not improve the classification accuracy. This suggests that a speaker’s choice of marking depends on other contextual factors rather than surrounding discourse relations.

Row (b) shows the contribution of the argument informativeness component, under a constant discourse context and production cost. Classification accuracy increases (significantly for the development set) when the usability of an explicit DC is reduced by the estimated informativeness of the arguments, supporting the UID principle. Predictions based on the surprisal of the parser output sense and entropy of the parser output distribution are similar. We also experiment by adjusting the estimated argument informativeness only if the parser output sense is correct (matching at the top level sense). Similar improvement is observed.

Row (c) shows the contribution of the cost function, when the discourse context is set as a constant and argument informativeness is not considered. Adjusting the utility of explicit DCs by their production cost increases the classification accuracy significantly. Among the various features to model the production cost, “mean DC length” and “distance from start” features give the best results, while “prime frequency” and “prime distance” are the least effective. This suggests that the cost to produce a DC is more subject to the mean DC length and that a priming effect in DC production may be more subtle comparing with informativeness.

Row (d) shows the performance of predictions based on the three best combinations of components. The highest accuracies and \( F_1 \) scores are achieved for both explicit and implicit relations.

These results answer the first question of the experiment: the proposed model explains the speaker’s choice of DC marking in terms of DC and argument informativeness, as well as production cost, while contextual discourse structure is not a significant constraint on the choice.

The answer to the second question is also positive. Significant improvement above the state-of-the-art (Row SOA) is achieved by the two best combinations (89.03% and 88.92% vs. 86.60%).

Lastly, we compared the results with a linear classifier trained on the features specified in the model, i.e., the discrete values of the intended sense and various discourse context definitions, and real values of various cost functions and argument informativeness estimates. Note that in the proposed model, the training data are used to derive the \( P(s|\text{exp}, C) \) and \( P(s|\text{null}, C) \) distributions only, while the linear classifier learns from the features and DC marking of the training set. We used LIBLINEAR (Fan et al., 2008) to build the classifiers. When extracting the argument informativeness features from the training set, using the automatic discourse parser, we penalize the parser estimates of the implicit samples by a constant ratio, since the discourse parser is also trained on these samples. The classifier achieves an accuracy of 88.3% on the test set, which does not significantly outperform previous work. This suggests that the information-theoretic configuration is an advantage of our model.

5. Discussion

In this work, we proposed a computational model to predict discourse marking in human language production. The model is trained and evaluated using manual discourse annotation on corpus data as the gold standard. This section explains the advantages and disadvantages of our methodology and suggests directions for future work.

One advantage of learning the discourse marking model from PDTB is the compatibility of the PDTB’s annotation with the RSA framework. Previous applications of RSA focus on the pragmatic use of language, where the intended message and lexicon of an utterance largely depend on the context. In the task of referring expression generation, the sets of valid referents and referring ex-
pressions differ case by case. For example, *red* is an invalid option for referring to a *blue* ball; *he* is an invalid option for referring to a *woman*; and it is difficult to define a finite set of referents in the corpus. In contrast, discourse relations are generally universal across different contexts. A DC can be used or dropped to represent various discourse senses in various contexts, while referring expressions are limited by the properties of each particular referent. In addition, the PDTB annotation scheme pre-defines the sets of DCs and discourse relation senses. In this way, the listener and speaker models of RSA can be derived statistically by counting the co-occurrence of the DCs, sense labels, and contextual factors in the annotated corpus. However, our proposal to use surrounding discourse relations as context did not improve classification accuracy. Therefore, one direction to improve the proposed model is to make fuller use of the training data to learn a more expressive and general abstraction of the context governing the choice of discourse marking.

However, the pragmatic reasoning approach of RSA has been criticized for being unrealistic, because previous studies find that speakers tend to produce referring expressions that are over-specifying (Baumann et al., 2014; Dale and Reiter, 1995; Engelhardt et al., 2006; Gatt et al., 2013). In other words, while ideal pragmatic speakers should only focus on the minimum properties that help listeners to identify the referent, the referring expressions that speakers actually choose often include redundant properties that are not necessary for distinguishing the referent from other candidates. In the context of discourse marking, an utterance is over-specifying if an explicit DC is chosen even though an implicit DC is enough for the listeners to infer the discourse relation.

Another advantage of the proposed model is that it does not rely on pragmatic reasoning alone to model speakers’ choice of discourse marking, but also makes use of the UID principle to penalize the choice of explicit DCs when informative signals are present in the arguments. In addition, learning RSA from corpus statistics allows the model to detect the general trend in the marking of a relation sense. Some relation senses are highly likely to be marked/unmarked irrespective of the presence of other signals, while for other relations, the presence of other discourse signals affects the choice, as illustrated in Examples 5 to 7. In these examples, the speaker probabilities (Equation 11) estimated by the best performing model (last row in Table 2) are shown along with the predicted marking choices. For comparison, we also show \( P_s'(imp|s,C) \) and \( P_s'(exp|s,C) \), which are the speaker probabilities without the UID bias (i.e., \( e^{U(arg;s,C)} = 0 \), in Equation 13).

(5) And market expectations clearly have been raised by the capital gains victory in the House last month (Implicit: since; CONTINGENCY.CAUSE.REASON) An hour before Friday’s plunge, that provision was stripped from the tax bill. (*WSJ2429*)

(without UID) \( P_s'(exp|s,C) = 0.042 \) \( P_s'(imp|s,C) = 0.958 \)
(with UID) \( P_s(exp|s,C) = 0.024 \) \( P_s(imp|s,C) = 0.976 \) Prediction= Implicit

(6) Boeing’s offer represents the best overall three-year contract of any major U.S. industrial firm in recent history. But (Explicit; COMPARISON.CONTRAST.OPPOSITION) Mr. Baker called the letter ...very weak. (*WSJ2308*)

(without UID) \( P_s'(exp|s,C) = 0.813 \) \( P_s'(imp|s,C) = 0.187 \)
(with UID) \( P_s(exp|s,C) = 0.535 \) \( P_s(imp|s,C) = 0.465 \) Prediction= Explicit

(7) Full-time residential programs ... are particularly expensive – more per participant than a year at Stanford or Yale. (Implicit: but; COMPARISON.CONTRAST) Non-residential programs are cheaper, ...

(*WSJ2412*)
In Examples 5 and 6, the UID bias does not affect the prediction based on DC informativeness alone, since the CONTINGENCY.CAUSE.REASON sense is dominantly implicit (Example 5) and the COMPARISON.CONTRAST.OPPOSITION sense is dominantly explicit (Example 6), according to the probability distribution in the corpus. In these cases, argument informativeness has little effect on the RSA model. In contrast, in Example 7, the COMPARISON.CONTRAST sense could be expressed explicitly or implicitly, and the UID bias reverses the prediction based on DC informativeness. The model predicts that the speakers would not over-specify the discourse relation with a DC, since there are enough informative signals in the arguments (e.g., expensive vs. cheaper or residential vs. non-residential).

However, our approach, which approximates the argument informativeness based on the probability output of an automatic discourse parser, is limited by the accuracy of the discourse parser, as shown in Example 8.

(8) “Jeux Sans Frontieres”... is a hit in France. (Implicit: but; COMPARISON.CONTRAST) A U.S.-made imitation under the title “Almost Anything Goes” flopped fast. (WSJ2361)

The parser detects low informativeness in the arguments, and thus the model wrongly predicts that explicit marking is more likely. A possible explanation for this is that the contrast between hit and flopped is uncommon, and the parser fails to identify it as a discourse-informative signal. The performance of the discourse parser we used in the experiment is not yet satisfactory. The accuracy of the marking model could be improved with a more accurate discourse parser. In addition, the classifier of the discourse parser may have poorly calibrated probabilities, which means the probability estimates of the parser may not be well associated with how well the parser detects discourse signals. The association, and thus the overall performance of the model, may be improved by an additional probabilistic calibration step on the parser output (Nguyen and O’Connor, 2015).

Lastly, we discuss the potential to use behavioral experiments to further validate or improve the proposed method. The experiment described in Section 4 evaluates the prediction ability of the model against the actual data in the PDTB. In other words, the marking of each discourse relation chosen by the writers of the Wall Street Journal and the label attributed by PDTB annotators are taken as the gold standard. However, it is possible that other writers would choose differently, given the same relation sense and context. A behavioral experiment could be carried out to compare the judgment of multiple human speakers with the judgment of the annotators of PDTB and writers of the Wall Street Journal, as well as with the model’s predictions. For example, Patterson and Kehler (2013) use a readability judgment task to test speakers’ choice of explicit or implicit DCs in PDTB. They find that only 68% of the human judgment match the actual data in the PDTB, suggesting a high level of optionality in marking preference.

However, readability judgment may be biased towards explicit marking because it is generally agreed that explicit DCs facilitate discourse relation comprehension (Britton et al., 1982; Haberlandt, 1982; Kamalski et al., 2008; Loman and Mayer, 1983; Lorch Jr and Lorch, 1986; Meyer...
et al., 1980; Millis and Just, 1994; Sanders et al., 1992; Sanders and Noordman, 2000). The marking of discourse relations could be examined using a production-oriented experimental design, such as the picture-to-language transcription task described in Soria and Ferrari (1998). Another option is to use a cloze test, in which subjects are presented with the discourse arguments and relation sense to be conveyed and are asked to fill in a DC or leave the relation implicit. Following the recent success in crowdsourced discourse annotation (Rohde et al., 2015; Scholman et al., 2016), a large number of judgments per relation can be collected by crowdsourcing such that a distribution of the marking preference can be obtained.

6. Conclusion

We have presented a language production model that predicts whether speakers will choose to use an explicit DC or not given the discourse relation they want to express. Our model gives a cognitive account of the speakers’ choice and its results outperform those of previous work on the same task.

Although the option of DC marking is a subtle preference in the absence of other grammatical constraints, our proposed marking model tackles the option as a rational preference by the speaker. Using an information-theoretic approach, the model predicts a speaker’s choice by balancing the advantage (informativeness) and disadvantages (production cost and redundancy) of using an explicit marker.

This is the first work to apply the RSA framework to discourse processing. Based on the discourse context, we adjusted the universal distribution of utterances and senses. This work also practically incorporates the UID principle, using the output of a discourse parser. We plan to expand the model to discriminate the choice of different explicit DCs and assess the effectiveness of the model in applications such as natural language generation or machine translation tasks, where models trained on monolingual data of different languages are applied. The long-term goal is to make use of the listener model to design a full, incremental discourse parsing algorithm that is motivated by the psycholinguistic reality of human discourse processing.
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